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Sunny Virk (2004)
General Information
A Barrister for Insurance Companies to Defend RTA Personal Injury & Credit Hire Claims
Sunny delivers high-quality appellant and trial advocacy along with professional advice to insurance companies looking to defend
RTA personal injury & credit hire claims. He also provides mediation services that are founded on more than 13 years experience
in the law and as a Barrister and Solicitor.
Clients can expect him to take a highly effective, robust and commercially minded approach to their case, deliver results and to
always prioritise their best interests.
AS A BARRISTER & HEAD OF CREDIT HIRE (DIG) (Clerksroom Chambers), he has developed a longstanding reputation for
undertaking highly complex and unusual cases on behalf of clients. He is instructed as counsel by a number of leading law firms
to represent and advise large insurance companies, their associated referral partners and private individuals involved in
significant and heavy litigation at first instance and on appeal.
WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM ME?
Extensive academic and technical understanding of the law, intricate preparation, confident and tenacious representation and an
unwavering commitment to your case.
AS A MEDIATOR, Sunny provides mediation services through Clerksroom Chambers for a variety of disputes. He is leading
mediator that brings a wealth of legal knowledge and experience of conducting complicated litigation; a deep practical
understanding of the psychology of conflict resolution and a patient, impartial approach to finding a workable solution for all
parties.
His mediation clients have said:
“This was a very large and complex claim and Sunny handled difficult circumstances with good humor and grace” - BLM Solicitors
“My client was very pleased with the process and the fact that a solution was found within the day.” - HLF Berry Solicitors
To book Sunny for a mediation please contact Mr. Greg Speller (Senior Clerk) on 01823 247 247 or call Sunny directly on
07969 678397 to discuss your matter.
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